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Stick up the washing line and attach 6 pegs to it. Take 3 pieces of paper or card
and on each one write one thing that you think people see when they look at
you. Below each one, write down an item of clothing that you think fits with this
thing people see. Describe as much as you can about it – colour, size, fabric,
where you might have got it from. On the other 3 pieces of paper or card, write
down one thing on each one that you’d like people to see when they look at
you. Think of an item of clothing that fits with each of these things and write
them on the paper too. Hang all the pieces of paper on the washing line with the
pegs. Write down what it feels like to try each of these items of clothing on.
Decide which ones you’re going to wear, and write down what you’ll do with the
others – bin them, burn them, bury them, give them away – it’s up to you!
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Stick up the washing line and attach 6 pegs to
it. Take 3 pieces of paper or card and on each
one write one thing that you think people see
when they look at you. Below each one, write
down an item of clothing that you think fits
with this thing people see. Describe as much
as you can about it – colour, size, fabric, where
you might have got it from.
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On the other 3 pieces of paper or
card, write down one thing on each
one that you’d like people to see
when they look at you. Think of an
item of clothing that fits with each of
these things and write them on the
paper too.
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Hang all the pieces of
paper on the washing line with
the pegs. Write down what it feels like
to try each of these items of clothing on.
Decide which ones you’re going to wear,
and write down what you’ll do with the
others – bin them, burn them, bury them,
give them away – it’s up to you!

